1995 f150 steering column

Got car issues? Well, we've got the answers! Easily search thousands of entries to find exactly
what you're looking for. Need advice on a dealing with a blown head gasket? Oil Leak? Cracked
block or leaking radiator? Be sure to leave a comment or question on anything that may interest
you. You can also send an email to our pro for direct assistance! So your car is making noise
when you turn the steering wheel. To figure out the source of your problem, we need to dig a
little deeper. Can you describe the noise? Is it a clunk, crunch, screech, squeal, whine, hum,
clicking, grinding or popping? Due to how complex your steering and suspension system is, it
can be a challenge to figure out just where the source of the problem is. Below, we will describe
where those grinding sounds, rubbing sounds, and creaking sounds are all coming from when
turning the car. If you get noises when turning your wheel at low speed it could be coming from
your power steering system or your suspension. If you hear a whining noise when turning your
wheel at low speed you could have a problem with your power steering pump. You may also get
clunks, pops or creaks when turning at low speeds. Those noises are usually from suspension
joints that are worn out or broken. Your suspension system uses bushings on joints that only
need to move in 1 plane and ball joints in areas that need to have more flexibility. Since these
joints carry the weight of your car and the impact of all the bumps in the road they wear out
over time. When they do they allow the metal of your suspension components to rub on frame
or attachment point on your car which can cause creak as you turn at low speeds. Pops or
clunks are usually caused by very loose components that can jump around while turning or
going over bumps. Usually, if your car is making crunching, clicking, or humming and grinding
noises at higher speeds indicates problems with bearings, CV joints or differentials. Crunching
or clicking is often associated with a bad CV joint and happens during a tight turn. Humming
sounds when turning at higher speeds usually indicate a wheel bearing is going bad and it
hums during a turn because it is getting more or less load as the weight of your car shifts. Bad
wheel bearings are important to get fixed right away as they can cause uneven tire wear and
unpredictable behavior from your car. In extreme cases, they can cause your wheel to wobble or
even fall off! If you hear any of these noises when turning your steering wheel they typically
indicate a problem with your power steering system like a loose belt low power steering fluid.
Your power steering system is a relatively simple system in your vehicle. It usually consists of
the pump, usually driven by a belt on the front of your motor, the rack or steering gear, tie rods
to connect the rack or steering gear to the knuckles where your wheels are attached, and hoses
or hard lines to connect the pump to the gear or rack. Over time, some of the seals that contain
the power steering fluid can wear down from normal use and cause small leaks. Simply add
BlueDevil Power Steering Stop Leak to your power steering fluid reservoir and top it off with the
recommended power steering fluid. The leak will be sealed as you drive! With your leak
stopped, your power steering system will work like normal again leaving you with a quiet ride!
Scraping sounds when turning are often due to loose plastic pieces at the front of your car.
These plastic shields are in your wheel well and under your under to help direct airflow to help
your engine cooling system work and to keep water away from electrical components. Many
times these plastic shields are secured with plastic clips that can easily brake allowing these
shields to drag on the ground or on your tire during a turn which will sound like a scrape. If you
are hearing a loud rubbing noise when turning, it is likely that the problem is coming from the
upper bearing of the steering wheel column. Another possibility is that the cover on the back of
a steering wheel can begin rubbing against the covers on the steering column. This issue is
usually more common in the summer months when the weather is warmer causing some car
parts to expand due to the heat. A bad CV joint will create a clicking sound rhythmic with wheel
speed while turning a sharp corner. The clicking sound will start first and happen in easier and
easier turns until you hear the sound even when driving almost straight. For most drivers, the
sound and vibration get far too annoying to continue driving with and will replace the bad CV
axle before it fails. There is the possibility of the joint separating which would make your car
undrivable and could possibly damage other suspension components. Ticking noises are
usually associated with your engine as there are many moving parts that can tick inside your
engine. Try reading our article about where engine ticking comes from for more information. If
there is a clicking noise coming from right behind your steering wheel that only happens when
you turn they you most likely have a bad clock spring. The clock spring is an electrical
connection that allows the buttons on your steering wheel, like your horn or cruise control, to
work without having wires directly connected that could get twisted up when you turn your
steering wheel. If this spring breaks or gets stuck it will click as you turn your wheel. Thanx in
advance- Dimitry. You may want to have a diagnostic run on the vehicle so that you may
pinpoint the cause. The maintenance light is not the same as the check engine light. The
maintenance is set up by the factory to fire around every 3, miles to remind you about routine
maintenance like oil changes. The check engine light is set up to go off when there is an

electrical malfunction which will trigger one of these codes. They all help diagnose a problem. If
it is indeed the check engine, take it over to your nearest auto parts store O reily, autozone,
NAPA, etc and they can run an engine diagnostic to see where the problem is coming from. We
have previously posted an article that should hlep you be able to better diagnose what is going
on. Hello I have a fwd car that makes a clicking wen inturn left and accelerate at the same time
had outer cv joint replaced on right hand side but still doing it eany one have a clue. The sound
you are describing does sound like a CV joint problem. It is almost always the outer CV joint
that has failed in a front wheel drive application so it may be the opposite side CV joint that is
the problem, or you may have a failed inner CV joint. Thanks for asking for asking that question.
If you figured it out please let me know. Thank you. I was commenting on Dimitri that had the
moaning sound when turning the steering wheel either way, but only moans when warming up. I
noticed a loud rubbing noise when I turn the steering wheel this last week-end. Stopped by an
oil change place and they found that my power steering port was missing the cap. I have now
ordered one. The dealer told me to put on a zip lock bag with a rubber band to hold it in place.
Do you think this is ok? I would recommend using something tighter to make sure nothing leaks
out of the power steering reservoir. When I turn the steering wheel I hear and feel a grinding
sound. Is this dangerous, as I need to drive from Birmingham to Brighton. The vehicle is a ford
KA. Good morning! Thanks for your question about your steering noise in your Ford Ka! The
Ford Ka has a know problem with having noisy steering. Many poeple seem to experience
similar grinding or crunching noises as they turn the steering wheel and it can be fixed by
adding grease to the steering joints or the universal joint in the steering column. Any mechanic
should be able to help you out with that. Without looking at your vehicle it is difficult to tell if
this is a dangerous condition so we do recommend you having a mechanic look at it. We also
would like you to check out our article about noises that can come from your steering wheel
and there causes. If you have any further questions you can comment at the bottom of the
article. Hi I was wondering why I or how I can fix the winding noise on my pt cruiser every time I
turn my wheel? My steering was just fine a few days ago but I noticed a leak under hood so I
checked my fluids n the power steering was the only one low. Thanks for your question about
your PT cruiser. Usually, it is a low power steering fluid level that will cause the whining you are
hearing. If your power steering fluid is full and your leak is stopped and the whining continues
you may have some air bubbles in your power steering system. Try allowing your engine to idle
on level ground and remove the cap to your power steering fluid reservoir. This will allow any
bubbles to be removed from the system and the whining to stop. The other possibility is that the
low power steering fluid caused a little bit of damage to your power steering pump and the
whining is an indication of that. Hello I have a quick question. When I turn on my car I hear a
really loud whine coming from the steering wheel area. When I start driving and turn the
steering wheel left and right the whining gets worse. Any suggestions on what to do?? Thanks
in advance! I would double check the power steering fluid level to be sure it has not become low
due to a leak. I have a 93 Honda civic cx. Hatchback i replaced the upper and lower ball joints on
the passenger side and the outer tie rod ends on both side about 4 months and last week ita
started making the same screeching noise like a old rusty door opening it was making before
that stuff was replaced.. Which was the reason i replaced those partsâ€¦ Any ideas what it could
be.. Makes this noise when turning left or right and when appling the brakes also gdting out of
the car.. Car does not have power steering. Any help would be helpful its driving me half crazy
as this is my only vehicle at the moment.. Thanks for your question about your Honda Civic. The
only things left to replace are your front struts or lower control arms. Most likely one of the
bushings is worn or the rubber is rotted out causing the metal on metal noise you are hearing.
Our guess would be that it is the struts that are the problem as they are more susceptible to
wear than the control arms. I have a Chevy impala. Do I need to add power steering fluid orâ€¦?
In your case specifically it does sound like you need to add power steering fluid. With your car
off, unscrew the cap to the power steering fluid reservoir. It should have a dipstick attached to
the bottom of the cap. This can help you tell if you are low on power steering fluid. Can this be
related? To Jennifer: Jennifer, thanks for your question on our blog! If your tires are new and
still squealing while you are turning corners it might be because the pressure is low in one or
both of them. Sometimes new tires can loose air quickly as they seat on the rim, or the wrong
amount of air could have been put in at the shop, so it is worth a check. You should be able to
find the recommended pressure for your tires in the owners manual. Start with making sure all 4
tires have the proper air pressure and see if that solves your problem. A constant clicking
during a tight turn your CV joints most likely need to be replaced and if its a single loud click
your most likely need a new tie rod or other steering joint to be replaced and should have your
car looked at by a mechanic to make sure its safe. I have a 09 chevy impala. And I hear a click or
like a pop noise when I turn the steering wheel left to right. Doesnt do it when accelerating and

turning. Please help. Thanks for your question about your Chevy Impala. Since you only hear
the noise when stopped or going slow the place we would recommend starting by inspecting
your tie rod ends for play and wear. You can do this by securing your vehicle and lifting one
front wheel of the ground at a time. If you can feel play there you need to replace the tie rod on
that side. I have skoda fabia 1. I cant figure out what is the problem. To Junaid: Junaid, thanks
for your question! It sounds like you have a low brake fluid level. It sounds like when you are
going through round or turning a corner, the fluid is shifting in the reservoir enough to uncover
the sensor. You can check your brake fluid level and make sure it is topped off with the
recommended fluid, but since your brake system is such an important system we do
recommend having your Skoda looked at by a professional mechanic. When I start my Toyota
Celica in the morning or when the car has been sitting in cold weather for a while I hear a loud
screech whenever i turn the wheel even slightly. Any ideas on what may be causing this? To
Casey: Casey, thanks for your question! It sounds like you probably need to replace or adjust
your power steering belt. Your power steering pump is powered by a belt that is driven by the
engine crank pulley. If that belt is loose or needs to be replaced it can screech when it slips on
the pulley. In the morning when the power steering fluid is cold and thicker, or when you turn
the wheel it puts more load on the power steering pump, making it harder to turn the pulley
which makes the belt slip and screech. If you have any more questions please leave us a
comment at the bottom of that article. First I thought it was the automatic transmission AW ,
since the noise starts when putting it in D rive or R everse. But later I found the noise also
happens when turning the steering wheel left or right!! Our first recommendation is to get the
Transmission Fluid back to its proper level as many vehicles will act up when the level is either
too low or too high. We invite you to read our article regarding steering wheel noise to help you
better diagnose the sounds you have been noticing. Hi I have a alfa Romeo brera and I have
noticed when I go round a left hand bend no matter what the speed I get a noise similar to a
grinding noise. This makes me think it could be the break disks maybe being warped or
possibly a cv joint? Any ideas? Nick, Usually broken CV joints are known to make more of a
clicking or crunching noise while turning, and usually only during very sharp turns. It does
sound more like a brake disk problem. Most likely while you are turning the brake pad is shifting
on the brake disk and coming into contact with the unused section of the brake disk around the
outside or inside causing a grinding noise. Often times having your brake rotor resurfaced can
solve this problem. This may also be an early indication that your brake pads will need to be
replaced soon. My son has a Jeep Compass. While sitting with engine running, if you turn the
steering wheel even slightly you hear grinding sound. If you put our hand on the end of the strut
you can feel vibration. Is this serious? Eldon, Thanks for your question! This is a difficult
problem to diagnose without looking at your vehicle. The vibration you feel in the strut may just
be due to your engine running, or they may be a sign your have a loose or worn suspension
joint. The Jeep Compass is known to have suspension components in the front end that need to
be replaced more often than expected. We recommend having your mechanic put your jeep on a
lift and inspect the front suspension to check for loose or worn joints. Most likely your
daughters PT Cruiser has a loose or worn accessory belt. Her car may have multiple belts, or
only 1, but it usually can be changed easily. Before changing your accessory belt, inspect it for
obvious wear or cracking. If it appears to be in good shape, then the tension may need to be
adjusted. Hi my car makes a whining sound when i turn the steering wheel exactly like the
power steering explanation. I think its leaking also, what could i do about it? Wayne, Thanks for
your question! It is possible that all of your problems are related and the whining you are
hearing is simply from a low fluid level due to the leak. The best way to get this fixed quickly
and easily would be to purchase BlueDevil Power Steering Stop Leak and add it to your power
steering fluid reservoir. Then top off the reservoir with the recommended type of power steering
fluid or automatic transmission fluid. I called them and they said to bring it back this Thursday
to look at.. Please Helpâ€¦Thank you. Tammy, Thanks for your question! As you read in this
article. It is difficult to tell where the noise is coming from without driving your car, so our
advice would be to trust your mechanics and make sure it is taken care of before your warranty
runs out. The clunk could be from your strut mounts, a control arm bushing, ball joints or tie
rod ends. The other noise is a load clunking noise when I take a tight turn. Are these two
separate issues or could they possibly have diagnosed the clutch problem wrong? Christie,
Thanks for your question! As with any noise in your vehicle, it can be difficult to diagnose
without driving your vehicle our selves! It does sound like the problems may be related. A bad
CV joint can also cause vibrations at cruising speeds. Our recommendation would be to have
the clunking noise when turning fixed first and see if that fixes all of the problems you are
having. It is possible your pilot bearing is bad as well, but usually they last the life of the clutch
and throw out bearing. If you do have to get your pilot bearing replaced it is smart to have the

clutch and throw out bearing replaced at the same time since you are already paying for the
labor of removing them. Thanks and let us know if you have any other questions! I am having a
major problem! First of off I have a Honda Accord. Well when I turn my steering wheel my car
make a scratching noise! It really sounds like it needs lubrication or something! I was thinking
WD or something. Please Help me!! Since you described it as a scratching noise rather than a
crunch, clunk or creek it sounds like you may just have rust on your brake rotors that your
brake pads are coming into contact with. You may be able to solve this issue by having your
brake rotors turned or replaced. This would also be a good time to check your brake pads for
proper wear. If the sound is happening while your vehicle is not moving it is possible that you
have a worn ball joints or tie rod ends. You can check your CV boots for tears, they are the
rubber accordion style boot that will be over each end of the axle going from your transmission
to the center of the back of your front wheels. If you find small tears lass than 0. If there are
large tears or parts of the boot is missing you should consider replacing the whole CV joint or
axle. Let us know if you have any other questions! I have a Ford Escape. In the past couple of
days its developed a whine sound from the right side of the engine that gets higher pitched as it
accelerates. My first thought is something with the power steering, but there is no check engine
light. Any thoughts? Anya, Thanks for your question! It sounds like you are on the right track! If
you get a similar noise when accelerating and turning the steering wheel it sounds like your
power steering fluid level is low. If you open your hood, you should be able to see the power
steering fluid reservoir. It will be on the right side of your engine bay, probably near the fender. I
have a Chevy S10 ZR5. Whenever I turn the wheel in either direction I hear a squeaking noise.
So what should I try next? Besides turning the radio up to drown out the noise. Could it be the
control arm bushings? It does sound like your problem is more of an annoyance than
something that will cause failure down the road. If any of the ball joints in your steering linkage
do not have grease fittings that could be the problem. Also, you are correct that it could be your
control arm bushings. The caster in your steering knuckle will cause some movement of your
control arm when you turn the wheels. It may also be your sway bar links or sway bar bushings
as that will also move slightly as you turn your wheels. If you really want to quiet down your
suspension you may consider finding polyurethane replacement bushings rather than OEM
rubber. I have just purchased a peugeot lx However when I turn the steering wheel there is a
plasticky scratching sound, almost as if there is something caught in the steering wheel
column. Is this the power steering fluid or something more serious, please? Thank you in
advance. It depends where the sound is coming from as to what the problem is. If the sound is
right behind your steering wheel it may be the clock spring making noise. The clock spring is an
electrical connection that allows the steering wheel to turn while still making an electrical
connection. If this is broken it may cause your steering wheel buttons to stop working or your
airbag light to come on. If the noise is accompanied with a stiff spot in your steering it would
mean the joint in your steering column is going bad and should be replaced. If the sound is
from down at your wheels it may be due to loose steering joints or some of the plastic
shrouding from your wheel well contacting your wheel. I have a toyota camry sedan, there is no
noise at all when moving forward with wheels all the way turned either left or right like in a
u-turn but when backing up and turning the wheel all the way on either side it makes a low
grinding like noise. To me even though I know absolutely nothing it sounds like maybe a tire
could be scraping against something on the body but thats just what it sounds like I have no
idea the actual problem. The fact that the noise only is happening when the wheels are turned
completely in either direction would lead us to believe the tires are rubbing against something.
You may want to check for any lose plastic or other various blockages around the tire wells. Hi,
I have a Vauxhall Corsa that has started making a grinding noise when i turn right. Do you have
suggestions what it may be please? Many people seem to experience similar grinding or
crunching noises as they turn the steering wheel and it can be fixed by adding grease to the
steering joints or the universal joint in the steering column. If you have any further questions
you may comment at the bottom of the article. I need to drive for about ten minutes before it
starts and it gets a little louder after driving longer. Any suggestions would be appreciated. If it
is you power steering system it may simply be that you need to flush your power steering fluid.
New power steering fluid will have the correct additives and fresh lubricants that may help quite
down your power steering system. There also is a variety of other problems the front end of
your vehicle can give you and noises it will make. I have a VW bug. When I turn the wheel on a
corner my car makes a hum sound. It also shakes when I step on the brakes to stop. Usually at
higher speed. Any idea? It is possible that your problems are related, but they may also be two
different problems. First, the shaking when you step on the brakes is almost certainly due to
warped brake rotors. When your brake rotors are out of round they can cause your car to shake
when stopping from higher speeds. You usually feel it most in the brake pedal or steering

wheel. The best solution is to get new brake rotors or see if your old rotors can be turned which
will flatten them back out. Your warped brake rotors could be causing the humming when you
are going around corners so we would recommend getting the brakes fixed first and seeing if
that fixes everything. If you are still having the humming problems in corners, you might have a
bad wheel bearing. If you have any more questions for us, you can leave a comment on the
bottom of that article. Stephen, Thanks for your question about your 94 Accord. It sounds like
the noise you are hearing is coming from your front suspension since it happens on bumps and
when you turn your steering wheel. Your steering components and suspension joints move
around quite a bit while you are driving and these joints and their rubber bushings can wear out
over time causing the squeaks you are hearing. In your case I would start by checking the
steering joints since you also hear the squeak when turning your steering wheel. It may be
worth having a mechanic check out your steering components as they can be difficult to
diagnose and replace. Richie, Thanks for your question about your Jaguar. It sounds like you
are on the right track with changing your brake pads, but it sounds like you may also need new
brake rotors. The sound you are hearing may be the new pads rubbing on that dip in the lip of
the old brake rotors you still have on there. Putting on new rotors with your pads may stop the
grinding sound you are hearing. Also, based on your description we do recommend getting
those torn bushing replaced immediately. Having bad bushing can cause your suspension
components to fail quickly and when they do could cause serious damage to your car and put
you in a dangerous situation. I have a GMC sierra hd with an 8 in lift. When in reverse turning
my wheels to the left I get a high pitch whining sound. I have checked the power steering fluid
which is full. Any advice. Lonnie, Thanks for your question about your GMC truck. If you turn
your wheels to full lock your power steering pump can whine as it tries to push your front
wheels against the steering stops. If you hear the noise try turning the steering wheel back a
few degrees so your wheels are off the stops to see if that stops the noise. Since it is happening
only in reverse it may also have to do with your front wheel bearings. Assuming along with the
lift you have oversized tires, your wheel bearings may wear out more quickly and the whining
you are hearing may be an early indication of that. The noises will return if you have to stop at a
light. As far as anything being affectedâ€¦it tracks straight while driving and the ride is still
smoothâ€¦I even thought that something had gotten caught under the car like a small limb that
was causing the problemâ€¦. William, Thanks for your question about your 08 Civic, and great
description of the sound its making! Your shocks and suspension arms are mounted on rubber
mounts that over time can dry out or at least get more brittle. You can replace the old rubber
ones with polyurethane bushing to help quite them down. If the sound you are hearing is more
rhythmic and dependent on vehicle speed our guess would be that you have warped brake
rotors. If your rotors are warped, especially at lower speeds, they will cause your brake calipers
to slide from side to side as the warped section of the rotor passes through your brake pads. As
you drive a little while your brake pads will open up slightly allowing the warped section to pass
through without causing any movement, but once you stop your brake pads will again be closed
on the rotor starting the process over. If this is the case you should feel pulsation or vibration in
your brake pedal when stopping, especially from higher speeds. Hope that helps! Hello, i have a
04 ford escape and when i turn the steering wheel my car is making the sound it would make if it
were low on power steering fluid. I went out and got a oil change being that my car was due for
one and i assumed it was low on the power steering fluid. The mechanic stated i had fluid in it
but it continues to make this sound and i feel is getting louder. Madeline, Thanks for your
question! If you discover you have a full power steering fluid reservoir and are still hearing the
whining noise consistent with engine speed, it could be an indication that your power steering
pump is worn out and in need of replacement. To check it, you can remove the belt on the pump
by loosening the belt tensioner with a wrench and try spinning the pulley by hand. If the pump
is difficult to turn or the pulley has any play in it then you need to get a new power steering
pump. I have an acura tl It started out when my car was cold a noise of grinding could be heard.
It now happens either way I turn and more frequently. As I was backing up today while turning
the steering wheel there seemed to be a catch of the wheels. Could this be the cv joint? Andrea,
Thanks for your question about your Acura! Usually CV joints are described more as a
crunching or clicking noise but they could cause your wheel to catch like you described if they
are really worn out. Grinding noises usually means your brake pads are really worn down and
have started grinding on your rotors. I have a Chevy Cobalt. I hear a clicking in my steering
wheel when i turn. Lisa, Thanks for your question about your Cobalt. The click could simply be
the automatic off switch clicking as you turn your steering wheel if you only hear the noise
while your blinker is on. This also could be an indication that the clock spring behind your
steering wheel is going bad. The clock spring is an electrical connection that allows your wheel
to turn without getting the wires that go through it getting twisted up. I have 2 years old Skoda

fabia, I have a problem with my steering noise, like metal collision at upper part of steering,
when I turn my steering left PR right. From your explanation it sounds like the noise is coming
from your steering wheel. If that is the case you may be having issues with your clock spring or
blinker shutoff switch. Those are difficult problems to diagnose without removing the steering
wheel so it may be worth having your car checked out by a mechanic. If the noise is coming
from outside the car by the wheels or engine you should have it checked by a mechanic soon as
it may be a safety issue with your suspension. My Toyota Tacoma recently started making a
squeaking noise when I turn the wheels to the right, even when not moving. I can also here this
noise when I hit speed bumps. Thought possibly just power steering but when I am driving
straight at low speeds I can hear what sounds like metal clicking and its louder when turning
left. These noises are coming from the front left side of the truck. Hub Bearing and tie rod are
just a year old and there is no play on my tire. Any suggestions greatly appreciated. Chris,
Thanks for your question about your Tacoma. If your bearing and tire rod have recently been
replaced, that may rule out a few causes, all though, it is possible that one or both was
incorrectly installed and failed prematurely. If your truck is 4 wheel drive, I would recommend
checking out the CV joint as they often making clicking sounds as they are failing. As for the
squeak it could be any number of suspension components from the shock mounts to the A arm
bushings. I have a 04 Hyundai Elantra. The joy of a 10 year old car, fix one thing you uncover
the next thing. Adam, Thanks for your question about your Hyundai. It seems like the humming
noise you are hearing could be due to a bad wheel bearing on that side. It should change pitch
with driving speed if that is the case. It is particularly noticeable to the right side, but goes silent
when the wheels are straight and it is starting to be heard when turning the wheels to the left
now as well. WD, Thanks for your question about your Town Car. It does sound like the noise
you are hearing is coming from an old suspension bushing. Even though your car has very low
miles rubber suspension parts do dry out over time. Just like tires can dry rot from sitting, tie
rod ends, shock mounts and suspension arm bushings will get dry and hard causing creaks,
grinds and clunks. It is reasonable for a 15 year old car to be having these types of problems.
No noise on straight even on rough road. Also no noise during high speed cornering even
though over bump and dips. Need your help to enlighten me so I can have some ideas on the
possible problem. Daniel, Thanks for your question about your Peugeot. Our best guess is that
it was part of your suspension being moved to extreme angles due to the tight turn and rough
road. It is possible that you have some worn suspension components but without your vehicle
making the noise again it will be difficult to tell which are bad. Hi, I have a Renault Clio and
when i turn the steering wheel, once I start turning it back it makes a noticeable clicking
noiseâ€¦ I have yet done anything to it, anyone know what they think the most probable cause
is? Thanks in advance. These noises can also be accompanied by wandering, poor ride quality,
or possible vibrations. I did the work myself by changing the pump twice, and the belt, so I think
I know its not the pump. It is possible that you have a bad wheel bearing. My Toyota Prius
makes a clunk noise when I turn back and forth at low speeds, usually under 18 mph but when I
drive at higher speeds the clunk noise goes away when I turn my steering wheel left and right.
When I hit a bump I hear a noise as well. I lifted my car and looked underneath at the axle shaft
and see no signs of rips or leaks. My car is currently at 82, miles. What do you think it can be?
Thank you for your help! Richie, Thanks for your question about your Prius. It is possible that
your struts need to be replaced, and that would make sense with when you are hearing the
noise. It is also possible that your lower ball joints or tie rods are worn out as they could cause
the noises you are hearing at the speeds you described. It will be easier for a mechanic to
diagnose the problem with your car on a lift so it may be time to bring your vehicle in. I took it to
one mechanic and without inspecting it, he listened to it and said that he thought that I had
driven through high water and the water got into a ball joint and dried it out. He suggested that I
could fix the problem with a lubricant. This scenario is quite plausible because I have driven
through high water more than once. Ultimately, I took it to a place that did suspensions and
supposedly had a good reputation and was told that it was a bad link. They were correct about
one aspect of the problem since I had a clunk that occurred when I drove over speed bumps
that disappeared when they replaced them. I primarily noticed it after we had very foggy and
damp weather. Suziqe, Thanks for your question about your Mazda 3. It sounds like the creaking
is due to a bad bushing somewhere in your passenger side front suspension. Driving through
high water can dry out bushings and cause small amounts of rust to form around them which
would make the creaking noise you are describing. The most likely sources would be your strut
or lower control arm bushings. These parts are not designed to be lubricated so if you are able
to get any grease or oil in there, it will only be a very temporary fix. A good mechanic should be
able to help you discover if it is your strut or control arm that needs to be replaced. All fluid
levels are as they should be. Do you have any suggestions as to what this could be? Chris,

Thanks for your question about your Chevy Sonic. The beeping sound is most likely an
indication that the vehicle thinks something is wrong during the turn. If any warning lights come
on the dash board that could give you more of an indication as to what the vehicle thinks is
wrong. If your car is equipped with a crash detection or avoidance system it may be
malfunctioning during a sharp corner giving you a false indication of a nearby vehicle. It may
also be a malfunctioning vehicle stability system that mistakes your right turn for a sudden
maneuver. Hi, I have a neon dodge and today I made a sharp turn and it sound like something
poped and then my car started making a funny noise when I drive. I have a Hyundai XG Last
March I had new tires put on and I think it was the front left bearing replaced as recommended.
It gets louder as I accelerate to coasting speed and is then constant. The only thing is that the
noise is only present when the wheel is straight or turned to the left. If I turn the wheel even
slightly to the right, the noise goes away. Any idea what this specifically is? Thank you!
Brandon, Thanks for your question about your XG There might be a few reasons for the noise
you are hearing. Before we get into it, I do recommend you reading another article of ours about
noises the front end of your car can make that goes into a little more depth. In your case, it
seems like there are 2 possibilities, assuming your new wheel bearing was installed correctly.
The first, and probably simplest is that your front tires are simply starting to wear in a single
direction causing them to make more road noise. This can happen even more quickly on a front
wheel drive car. Oddly worn tires can make a lot of noise and even sound like a bad wheel
bearing. Try rotating your back tires to the front and seeing if the sound goes away. It is also
possible that you have a bad CV joint on the front left side. Usually these make more of a
clicking when going around sharp corners at low speeds, but sometimes when they are worn
they can make more of a hum or low vibration at high speeds. This would also explain why the
noise goes away when you are turning right. If you have any more questions please leave us
another comment at the bottom of the article listed above. Hi, I have a Golf and recently my car
has been making this grinding noise, like something is rubbing against the tire but only on the
left side, when I turn right it goes away but when i turn it just a little to the left it makes this loud
noise. I just purchased a Honda Odyssey last night. Colin, Congratulations on the new Honda, I
hope you and your family are enjoying it! It sounds like the noise you are hearing is coming
from your power steering pump. If the pump bearings are starting to fail, or your power steering
fluid is low your power steering system can be noisy and make a whirring sound. The first thing
to do is to check your power steering fluid level. The reservoir is at the front of the engine bay
on the passenger side. If you have any more questions please leave us a comment on the
bottom of the article mentioned above. Hopefully someone can help me shed some light on an
ongoing diagnosis I am performing before I consult a mechanic. Yesterday I noticed that while
pulling through a parking lot my front end made noise when turning to the left. It only seems to
happen at low speeds when coasting, applying a small amount of gas, or when stopped.
Reading through the article, it seems to be a squeak or a squeal. The best way I can describe it
the sound a squeaky door makes, but amplified and sounding more like a whine. Because I am
unable to differentiate it between The 1 and 4 sounds on the article, my hunch was either
something do with power sterring, or my shocks need replacing would make sense, because I
felt like I ran over something on the interstate a few days before I first noticed the sound. Today
I went to an auto store and filled up the reservoir with fresh power steering fluid, but it still made
the sound on my drive back home. Could it be some other issue? Or would anyone suspect the
new fluid just needs time? Ryan, Thanks for your question and all the information! The first
thing to do would be to determine if the noise is coming from the engine or your suspension.
Try putting your vehicle in park or neutral and revving the engine a little bit. If the noise does
not change with the engine speed then the sound is most likely coming from your shocks or
suspension as you said. Based on your description, it seems most likely that that this is your
problem. If you suspect your suspension is the problem, try reading our article about squeaky
suspension to try narrowing down the problem to a single component. If the sound changes
with engine speed and is more constant or rhythmic you are probably on the right track with
your power steering system. It is possible that you have old power steering fluid and simply
need a flush and fresh fluid to quiet down your power steering pump. If you continue to notice a
low power steering fluid level you should add BlueDevil Power Steering Stop Leak to the
reservoir next time you add fluid to seal the leak while you drive. If you have any more
questions feel free to leave us a comment on the bottom of the article listed above. I have been
hearing squealing in the front end of my Kia Rio, first thing in the morning when it is cold and
when I turn out of my driveway then it stops. I have had my belts tightened and recently
replaced as part of normal maintenance. Yet the sound is still happening. Could it be the power
steering fluid or something else? David, Thanks for your question about your Kia! Since you
recently had your belts tightened it is most likely that one of the accessories is causing the

noise. Power steering pumps are often a culprit for this especially in cold weather when the
power steering fluid is thick and difficult to pump. Start by checking your power steering fluid
level. If the level is low, add BlueDevil Power Steering Stop Leak to the reservoir then top it off
with the recommended fluid. Also if your power steering fluid is dark brown rather than red or
light brown it may be time for a power steering fluid flush. Hey read your ad an it seems very
helpful,i was curious i have a dodge Dakota an recently changed the ball joints on both sides an
still keep hearing a screech an sqeaky sound coming from the driver side whenever I turn or
even as im driving i hear it can u help me out with what possibly could be wrong it comes an
goes thank u so much for your help. Josh, Thanks for your question about your Dakota. If the
screeching sound changes with engine speed then you most likely need to have your engine
drive belts adjusted or replaced. The noises you are hearing also could be from your
suspension bushings. I have a chevy camaro and when im idling my car I move my stearing
wheel to the left it makes a popping or clunking noise. When I move it to the right its not as
loud. Thanks in advance.. Thank you for your question about your steering noise in your
Camaro. The noise only occurs on the right hand side, while I have my foot on the accelerator.
Strangely the noise just stopped by some sort of miracle, and then to my disappointment
started up again a few days ago. I have an 02 Toyota Highlander with , miles on it. It has been
kept in great shape. This has been happening with a left or right turn. No clicking per se, just a
winch like noise from the wheel. What might be occurring? It sounds like it is a problem with
your power steering pump based on your description. The first thing to do would be to check
your power steering fluid reservoir. If your fluid is low, it will be difficult for the belt to turn the
pump causing it to slip and squeal. The last thing you can do is remove your power steering
belt by loosening the tensioner and slipping the belt off the pulleys. Try spinning the power
steering pump pulley by hand. If it is difficult to turn, you may need to replace your power
steering pump. Also while you have the belt off, it is a good idea to replace it since a squealing
belt will wear much more quickly. This is just a ball park tension but it should get you close
enough to be able to drive it. Would this most likely be the power steering or something else
ado with the wheel hub s? Based on your description it is likely that you have a power steering
pump that is low on fluid. We recommend checking the fluid level and potentially adding the
recommended amount of BlueDevil Power Steering Stop Leak to prevent the problem from
happening in the future. The sound coming from my Jeep Grand Cherokee seems to be coming
from the front end and it has a crunchy grinding sound to it. The boots both have holes in them
as well. What is odd is that this sound only happens during the first 5 mph or so then goes away
and there is no other corresponding sound? What do you think it may be? Rick Please email me
thanksâ€¦. Thanks for your question about your Jeep Grand Cherokee! The crunchy grinding
sound combined with holes in your CV boost sounds like you have bad CV joints in the front of
your jeep. When the boot is torn on your CV joint, it will allow the grease inside be slung out
while you are driving. This leaves the CV joint to have a lot of metal on metal contact combined
with road grit which gets in through the hole. All this usually leads to crunching or grinding
noises while you are driving, especially at low speeds or while cornering. I would start by
replacing the CV joints since the torn boots definitely warrant replacement and see if that fixes
the noise you are hearing. If you have any other questions, please leave us a comment on that
article. I appreciate your opinion on this, Thank you. Thanks for your question about your
Endeavor. The way you described the sound and it being louder at a stop it sounds like you are
having power steering problems. Most of the time noisy power steering systems are a result of
low power steering fluid. BlueDevil Power Steering Stop Leak will seal the leak so you do not
end up with a low power steering fluid level again. The fluid was low and I added more as
suggested. However, after a day, the noises came back but now noticed stains on the driveway.
I bit the bullet and took the car to the shop. You were right, it was the power steering but more
specifically the pump needed to be replace. I have a handa accord. I makes the noise parked
and off. It will not start till somtime after started. Will also be louder the slower I go. Turning the
wheel I hear it and not when the brakes are applied. When off and parked with ebrake on I can
push of the side of the car and hear it. I need to know as much as I can so I know what I need
looked at. I got lucky I have a tune up scheduled at the need of this month! Asap if possible.
Thanks for your question about your Honda Accord. The fact that your vehicle is making the
same sound even if It is parked and off leads us to believe it is probably a suspension
component that is making the noise. Failed suspension components can make grinding noises
as you turn your steering wheel or go over bumps. The part that fails is a rubber bushing or
joint the tears or rips and allows metal to rub on metal causing a grinding noise. This would
make sense since you said it sounds quieter as you drive fast and you hear it when you turn. CV
joints usually click or hum when they are broken, but if its in very bad shape, it could make a
grinding sound. The best way to check for a bad CV joint is to look at the axle coming from your

left front wheel. There will be a black rubber accordion style boot near the wheel and also near
where the shaft enters the transmission. If either of the boots are torn, ripped, or greasy you
should have that axle replaced. It is also remotely possible that it is a brake issue. Most of the
time, grinding noises are associated with brake problems, but since you hear it with the vehicle
stopped and parked it seems unlikely. A mechanic should be able to very quickly tell you if that
is the problem by looking at the front brakes. If it turns out to be a brake problem, new front
brake pads and brake rotors will solve the problem. The last possibility that is always worth
checking if you are hearing a grinding noise is to make sure all the plastic shielding on your
Accord is secure. With your car parked, try tugging and pushing on the black plastic shielding
in your wheel well and under your front bumper and engine. If any pieces are loose they may be
dragging on the ground or wheel causing the noise you are hearing while you are driving. If you
find any pieces that are loose you can secure them with cable zip ties or screws. If you have any
other questions, please let us know by leaving a comment on the bottom of one of the articles
listed above. I have a 01 Oldsmobile Alero. When I turn the wheel it makes a grinding noise
mostly on the passenger side. Any idea what it might be? First of all, we are sorry to hear that
you are still having problems after having all of that maintenance done to your Alero. To try and
answer your question, it seems most likely that the sound is coming from your brake pads. Your
Alero has sealed wheel bearings which means they are pretty difficult to install incorrectly, so
that is most likely not the cause. New brake pads can often make some funny noises. The new
pads will be a little larger since they are new and will contact the brake disk in different areas so
that wear in process may make some noise. Lastly, your brake pads and calipers actually float a
little bit on the brake caliper mount so they can move around as you are making tight turns or
braking. If the new brake pads and caliper slides were not properly lubricated they may be
sticking and rubbing as you make tight turns causing the sound you are hearing. It may be
worth asking your mechanic if he lubricated all those parts when he installed your new pads.
The squealing sounds like it might be coming from the belt of your power steering pump. As
you are turning the wheel, it may be making the power steering pump work harder to help turn
your wheels. As the pump is loaded it can make the belt slip as it is trying to turn the power
steering pump pulley. That slipping belt will almost always sound like a squeal or squeak. I have
a Hyundai Elantra The car has good brake pads and there is loads of power steering fluid in it.
However, it makes a grinding like noise when I turn left but also when I have just started the car
and moving in a straight line. I have two questions. I own a bmw i. I recently replaced my tires
and since then have noticed a noise when I turn my wheel to the left at slow speeds. Secondly,
my car is seriously low due to the sport package. I have damaged my front bumper twice now
by pulling up to any type concrete slab they have in parking spots. Is there a simple alteration I
can do to my car to raise it up at least an inch so that I do not continue tearing up the front end?
Thanks for your question about your BMW i. The first thing I would do would be to check your
tires size and make sure they put the proper size tire on the front of your car. With the sport
package you may have different size tires on the front of your car than on the back and the tire
shop may have overlooked that. To check the tire size they put on look for numbers on the side
wall of the tire. As far as the ride height, it is usually a pretty expensive ordeal to raise or lower a
car. It would include new shocks and springs along with an alignment which can be expensive
both in parts and labor. It does sound like your car may be abnormally low if it is hitting parking
curbs and your tires are rubbing in corners. Some BMWs with the sports package have had
problems with suspension collapsing which would cause a harsh ride and an abnormally low
ride height. It may be worth taking your car to a BMW factory mechanic and having them check
the condition of your front suspension. Thanks again! If you have any more questions, please
leave us a comment on the bottom of the article listed above. It does not happen while driving
only when braking and turning. I have searched and searched online and cannot find anything
that sounds like a match to what I am experiencing. Thanks for your question about your
Cadillac. It is possible that the noise is coming from the cooling fan hitting your radiator or the
fan shroud. You could try popping your hood with the car off and cold and try moving the
radiator, cooling fans and any plastic shielding to see if anything is loose and could be hitting
the fan. The other possibility is that the noise is coming from inside your motor and braking or
cornering causes it. If your check engine light is on, start by having the codes read. You can
also try checking your engine oil level to make sure it is where it should be. I have a Toyota
Rav4. I recently had new pads and rotors put on the front and new pads on the rear. It sounds
like something is rubbing against something, but not all the time, and if I apply my brakes even
the slightest bit the sound immediately goes away. The noise is easily heard at slow speeds
approximately 15mph Sometimes I hear it while my steering wheel is straight while other times I
hear it when I begin turning my steering wheel. Regardless of when I hear the noise, a slight
press on the brakes and the sound goes away. If this is a result of pads or rotors, then I ended

up with faulty pads and or rotors. Does it sound like it could be something else other than pads
or rotors? Do you think the problem could be something else other than rotors or pads? Thanks
for all the information about your Rav4. The fact that the sound you are hearing always goes
away when you press the brakes leads me to believe it is a problem with the front brakes. Your
front brake pads might not be releasing as they should for two reasons. If your Rav4 came
equipped with this spring, ask your mechanic if they replaced it. The second and more likely
possibility is that the mechanic who put your new brake pads on did not properly lubricate the
brake pad when they installed them. The brake pads should have been lubricated on the back
where it contacts the caliper or piston as well as on the sides where it slides along the bracket.
If they are not properly lubricated, they can stick and cause some of the rubbing noises you are
hearing. It may be worth taking it back to the mechanic who installed the pads and rotors and
see if they will lubricate the pads for free. I have a Mitsubishi Lancer ES and recently had it
serviced to stop a power steering leak, oil pan leak, had a full flush done on Engine and Trans,
flex pipe fixed and some other stuff done to it. After about a week of getting it back I noticed a
rubbing sound in the front end when I am making tight turns, especially when parking. Any
ideas of what it could be? Thanks for your question about your Lancer. In these cases, we find it
often can be something as simple as a loose piece of plastic shielding. Try checking the plastic
pieces in your wheel well as well as under your front bumper to see if they are properly attached
and could be rubbing on the ground or on your tire when turned completely. Usually if a
problem starts right after maintenance it was caused by something that was removed or
adjusted during the repair. I have a 97 Ford Escort and when I turn the wheel to the right it
makes a awful grinding noise. It seems to be louder if it is cold outside. It makes the same noise
if I am turning the wheel right parked or going down the road and turning right. Thank you for
your help and answering questions. Thanks for your question about your 97 escort. Our best
guess is that the noise you are hearing is actually being caused by your brakes. If that turns out
to not be the case, please leave us a comment on the bottom of the at blog. Hi there, I have a
grinding and clicking noise when I make sharp turns left and right but there is grease build up
only on right cv boot, should I still have both replaced being the noise is there no matter which
way I turn? Thanks for your question. The noises you are describing do sound just like a broken
CV joint especially considering the grease you are seeing. CV joints are not something that
need to be replaced in pairs so we would just recommend replacing the one with the grease
build up, unless you discover another boot torn. It is possible that they are both are bad, but
would be difficult to prove unless you find another torn boot. I took it in to Firestone and they
replaced the struts. A few hours after picking it up I went on a bump road and yet the noise
continuesâ€¦. Thanks for your question about your vehicle. It sounds like you have a failed
bushing or joint somewhere in your suspension. Tracking down the failed component can be
difficult but there are a few ways to identify them. Hopefully this will help you identify the
components that are worn and need to be replaced to stop the noise you are hearing. If you still
cannot identify the source of the noise, we would recommend getting a second opinion from
another mechanic. The cost will depend significantly on what component has failed so it will
difficult to estimate until you identify the problem. Hello there. I drive a Grandprx supercharger.
And when I turn the the left it makes like a clunk sound or a poping sound. I was wondering if
you could help we with this problem. The clunk or popping sound you are hearing is most likely
due to a worn tie rod. It is possible that there is another suspension component making the
noise, but since you described it only during turning, the tie rod is the most likely culprit. If
bumpy roads produce similar sounds, you can check out our article about suspension noises to
help identify the failed component. Replacing a tie rod is something that is difficult to do on
your own because it will affect the front end alignment of your car. It would be best to have a
mechanic with the proper equipment to replace the tie rod and perform a front end alignment at
the same time complete the repair. If you can feel free play in the wheel when pushing or pulling
on it, your tie rod is worn and needs to be replaced. I have a Nissan Sentra. It is making a
whining sound when I turn the steering wheel to the right. The steering pump fluid was full. The
sound is more noticeable at times and the steering becomes stiff and at other times is OK. Is
this a bad pump? Yes, it was a good idea to check the power steering fluid level as often times
low fluid will cause a whining sound. With the fluid level being full that would lead us to believe
that you most likely do need to replace the pump. Hi There! I have a Toyota Sienna with 98,
miles on it. Even when my car is parked and I move my wheel left and right. Any suggestions?
Steering wheel, maybe? Thanks for your question about your Toyota Sienna! If the noise is
coming from inside the cabin it could be a problem with your steering wheel. Unfortunately
since your vehicle has a driver side air bag, it is best to have the steering wheel checked by a
mechanic to make sure the air bag does not deploy. There also is a series of universal joints in
your steering column that may be getting old and worn out causing the noise you are hearing.

These joints are difficult to get to so they could have been overlooked by your mechanic. If you
can have a friend turn the steering wheel in the car and you look in the engine bay to find the
rotating steering shaft, applying grease or even a light oil like WD to any joints you see can help
you identify the culprit. If you look under your dash board you should also be able to find where
the steering column comes down from your steering wheel towards the floor board. If you find a
rubber boot near the floor you can try sliding it down and applying a small amount of grease or
light oil to the shaft to quite it down. If the noise you are hearing is outside of the vehicle under
the car or by the wheels it is possible that you have a failing suspension component that is
causing the problem. If this is the case, the noise will get worse as your drive and start to
become constant so your mechanic can find it. I have a Honda Accord that has been well
maintained. It has been making a scraping sound when I apply the brakes. I just took it in and
the mechanic said everything looks fine. So now what? Any other possibilities? Thanks for your
question about your brakes on your Accord. First, we would recommend you start by reading
another one of our articles specifically about brake noise. It is possible that there is a little bit of
rust on the outside or inside of your brake rotor that contacts the pads when you apply the
brakes causing the noise you are hearing. If this is the case, there is no damage being done, but
you could have your brake rotors turned to fix that problem. It is also possible that your brake
pads simply need to be lubricated so they can move more freely and this may help quite down
your brakes as well. If you only hear the scraping sound when you are applying the brakes it is
unlikely that your problem is coming from so where else. If you have any more questions about
brake noise, please leave us a comment on the bottom of the article above. Hey, I have a Subaru
Outback. There is a clicking noise when I accelerate and turn left, It appears to be coming from
the drivers side of the car. I am going to take it to another mechanic for a second opinion, but
would like to know is it possible to hear a clicking sound while accelerating and turning left and
the problem be the transmission? Thanks for your question about your Subaru Outback! The
clicking noise you are describing does sound a like a CV joint, so getting a second opinion is a
good idea. Since your Subaru has all-wheel drive it is possible that the sound is coming from
the transmission. The differentials are very specialized in an all-wheel drive vehicle and the
front differential is housed in the transmission, so if that is wearing out it could cause the
noises you are hearing. We recommend making absolutely sure you have good quality Subaru
CV axles installed before checking into a transmission problem. It sounds like you are
describing the whine of a power steering pump. When you turn your steering wheel, the power
steering pump has to work to help your wheels turn so it makes sense that you are hearing the
noise when turning or accelerating around a corner. The first thing to do is check your fluid
level. If you do not find a low power steering fluid level it is possible it is simply time for a power
steering fluid flush. New fluid may help quite down your system and remove any impurities.
When I start my car, it has a high-pitched whine that eventually goes away after driving a while.
It sounds worse when I turn, especially while turning left. My car also feels really stiff whenever
I turn, which is a new phenomenon. I have recently had my engine serviced, and had an oil
change and transmission fluids checked. All this started about a week ago and seemingly out of
the blue. Thanks for your question about your 02 Escape. It does sound like the problem you
are describing is a power steering problem. Your power steering pump is turning anytime your
engine is running so it can whine even when you are not turning your wheels. Make sure the
fluid is full and not dark or dirty. If you discover a low fluid level, it could be causing the whining
sound you are hearing. Old or dirty fluid could also cause the whine you are hearing so if the
fluid looks brown or dirty it may be time for a power steering fluid and new fluid as well. As for
the stiff turning, that could be related to a low power steering fluid level, or even dirty fluid. If
you get a fluid flush and the proper fluid level and still have difficulty turning the steering wheel,
you may have worn tie rods and should have those checked by a mechanic. I just bought a kia
Soul base model 1. I have no idea what this may be what do you think in your opinion? Thanks
for your question about your Kia Soul! It sounds like you may have a suspension component
starting to go bad. If the clicking noise was only while your car was moving, I would recommend
checking your CV joints, but if the noise happens while parked as well, it would be a suspension
problem. Since it is just clicking and everything still feels tight it may be difficult to find the
problem as it sounds like a small problem, or just the start of something going bad. Start by
checking your tie rod ends and front shocks. If those are still good it may be your sway bar
linkage as well. If you are hearing the noise coming from inside the car it may be a bad joint in
your steering column, or the clock spring which would make the clicking noise come from right
behind your steering wheel. Thanks for your question about your Sienna! It sounds like your
problem may have more to do with a worn suspension component than your power steering
system. A worn tie rod end or ball joint could cause the rubbing you are feeling especially if you
feel it in your pedals as well. If you have any more questions after that, please leave us another

comment on the bottom of that article. I have a diesel corsa. When i play with the steering it
makes noise as if hitting on something. I just replaced the steering rack so now i dont no what
is wrong. I cannot see the power steering pump the mechanic says the car has an electronic
power steering it does not use fluid. Thanks for your question about your Vauxhall Corsa.
Faulty steering racks are a common problem on your vehicle, so having it replaced was a good
idea. Hello i have a honda civic when my car is on but in park and i turn my steering wheel it
makes noises similar to a grinding noise. I do not know if it happens when i am driving because
of environment noises like cars,wind, etc. I checked the power steering fluid and it is not low.
Thanks for your question about your Civic! Since the grinding noise you are hearing is so quiet
it is most likely coming from your brakes. Small amounts of rust can build up on the outside of
your brake rotors that can cause grinding noises when you turn your wheels and the pads move
on the rotors. It is also possible that you have some worn steering components, most likely
your tie rods. Usually worn tie rods will make more of a pop or clunk than a grinding noise so
we suggest you start by looking at your brakes first. Hi there. I have a Ford Escape that has just
recently began making a grinding or creaking noise when I turn the steering wheel. I checked
the power steering fluid and it was low so I added some. I have also noticed that when I hit dips
in the road, there is a clicking noise. I can only hear that if the window is down. I also notice this
clicking sound when I have the car in reverse and apply the brakes. I can stop and get some of
the Bluedevil Power Steering Stop Leak on the way home and see if that helps with the groaning
noise when turning the steering wheel right or left. Thanks for your question about your Ford
Escape! I think you are on the right track with solving your groaning noise. A low power
steering fluid level can cause the noises you are hearing and BlueDevil Power Steering Stop
Leak can seal your leak and keep that problem from happening again. As for the clicking sound
when going over bumps, that may be an early indication of a suspension component starting to
wear out. When the click turns into a clunk it would be time to look into having the component
replaced. Replacing a rack and pinion is often an expensive repair item as the rack is relatively
difficult to remove and often requires quite a bit of labor. Whining sounds are usually
associated with power steering pump noise, so it sounds like you are on the right track. If you
do not have a leak, it could be due to old power steering fluid so you may consider getting a
power steering fluid flush to ensure to see if that fixes the problem. It is possible that you have
a clog in your steering rack making the pump work harder to move the fluid and a flush should
fix that problem. Depending on what kind of vehicle you have, you may also just have a noisy
power steering pump that will continue to work well even though it is noisy so if you do not
have any trouble steering it may not be a problem that needs to be fixed immediately. I have a
Honda Accord lx-p. When I turn the wheel rt or lt I get a sqeak noise that almost sounds like
rubber on rubber. Usually noises associated with turning your wheel and bouncing your car are
either your tie rod ends or your lower ball joints. Shock mounts will also squeak but they
usually do so less when turning and more on bumps. You may also check your sway bar end
links and mounts for deterioration, but they are less likely the problem. Try spraying the
suspect joint with light oil like WD and bouncing the car to see if the squeak goes away. Hi, I
have one year old fiat punto, when ever I turn my sterring full then moveâ€¦ then there is sound
near front suspension. This is happening from last 3 months and now it has increased and
whenever I go over small path holes, Iam getting same sound. Thanks for your question about
your Fiat Punto. Depending on the type of sound you are hearing it sounds like you have a
loose suspension component that is causing your problem. Usually if the noise happens when
turning sharply it is caused by a worn tie rod, but it could also be a worn ball joint or control
arm bushing. I have a Hobda Civic, when driving at low speed and with the wheel turned i hear a
quite loud whine. What would your suggestion be? Does it sound like an expensive job? First, if
your car is still under warranty we would recommend taking it to a dealership and having them
inspect and repair it under your warranty. Also, whenever you have your steering wheel turned
all the way to full lock there will be a whining noise as the power steering pump is trying to push
hard against your steering stops. This is normal on just about any car with the wheels turned to
full lock. You can start by checking your power steering fluid for a low level as that can cause
whining while you are turning that may be masked at higher speeds. To check that remove the
belt and inspect it for cracks or glazing. Also, try spinning all of the pulleys by hand to see if
any are dragging or stiff. After that, you should be able to tell where the sound is coming from.
Thanks for your question about your F Usually sounds from inside the steering wheel are
associated with the clock spring. The clock spring is an electrical connection that allows the
buttons on your steering wheel, airbag or other accessories to have an electrical connection
while still allowing the wheel to spin. Over time, that spring can wear down and will cause a
clicking or crunching sounds before it goes bad. There is also a chance that the detent system
for your blinker or windshield wiper switch going bad. If that is the case, you will also need to

remove the steering wheel to find out what is broken. Many local auto parts stores rent steering
wheel pullers so it may be a project you can do yourself. In addition, the check engine light
came on a couple of days ago. Went to autozone and got a diagnostic check and he said there
was only one code. It said catalyst system efficiency below threshold possible causesâ€”large
vacuum leak, rich AF ratio, ignition system malfunction and faulty catalytic converter. Will any
of these things cause the noise described above? Thanks for your question about your infinity
Q56! The short answer is no, those two problems do not seem to be related. The groaning you
are hearing is most likely due to a worn suspension component. The most likely culprit in this
case would be a worn ball joint. You should first check to see if the power steering fluid level is
low. If it is low then you likely have a leak. If the fluid level is at its proper level then you may
want to have the power steering pump looked and and potentially replaced. You could try
flushing it and adding fresh fluid to see if any improvement is made. Otherwise, you may have
to take it into a certified mechanic to for a diagnosis and possible repair. If the power steering
unit is low on fluid then yes it is very likely you have a leak. You should notice results from
BlueDevil after about miles of driving. If the fluid is up to level, not low, then you may want to
have a certified mechanic take a look at the power steering pump and it could need replaced. If I
make a wide turn the noise stops. And when the noise stay after I make a turn if I press down on
the accelerator it get louder I have to stop then the noise will go away. Please tell me what can I
do. Thanks for your question about your Hyundai! The squeaking noise sounds more like a
problem with your engine belts than with your steering system. When you turn your steering
wheel it puts a load on your power steering system, effectively making it harder for your engine
to run the belts that turn your power steering pump. That extra load can cause old belts to
squeak or screech. If you still have questions after reading that article, please leave us another
comment on the bottom. Hi, I have a Mitsubishi Galant and lately my steering wheel will make
this squeaking noise when I slow down, brake, or turn left. Only at low speeds and really, only
when I drive it. I can turn the wheel all around when the car is in park and no noise will happen.
The noise is not coming from outside. Only inside and from the steering column. Sometimes, if
the squeak happened during braking, it will squeak during accelerating as well. My steering is
responsive and smooth. What could this be? Thanks for your question about your Galant. Since
you said the problem is coming from inside the car, the squeaking noise must have something
to do with your steering column. The steering column is the shaft connected to your steering
wheel that transmits the rotations to your steering wheel to your steering rack. There are a few
couplings and joints in the column and one of them must need to be lubricated. Unfortunately to
check the ones closest to your steering wheel you have to remove your steering wheel and
airbag. To make sure you do not accidently deploy the airbag, you should leave that
maintenance up to a professional. I have a 93 Toyota Camry and something is wrong with my
power steering. Ill turn the car on its quiet but when I back out of my drive way I turn the wheel
left or right it makes a loud squeak noise after that its quiet. But when I make a large turn
wherebi have to turn the wheel all the way it makes that loud squeak noise again. Thanks for
your question about your Camry. It sounds like what is happening is that when your power
steering system is put under a significant load, like turning your wheels right after starting it up,
or making a tight turn, the power steering pump is working so hard that your engine belt starts
to slip on the pulley making the squeal. You are right, there may be a clog in the system
creating an unnecessarily high pressure. That would make the pump hard to turn and the belt
slip and squeal. It is also possible that your power steering fluid is just old and the system
needs to be flushed and new fluid put in. Check your owners manual for how often you should
change your power steering fluid. The last thing it could be is that your engine belt is just
getting old and needs to be changed so it will stop slipping on the pulley. Thanks for your
question about your Tacoma. Since you off road a lot, there is always the possibility that you
have something stuck in your braking components, maybe a branch or some mud or something
sticking to the brake pad. Your disk brake has vents along the edge so if something is stuck in
the caliper it could make the winding sound you are describing. The only other thing we can
think of is that you possibly have some damage to your fender and it has caused your inner
wheel well to drop down. When you brake the front of your truck dives forward and when you
turn the edge of the tire is closer to the wheel well so during those conditions it may be enough
to make the tire rub on the inner wheel well. Your inner wheel well protector is just a black piece
of plastic to keep water out of the engine bay so it should be easy to reattach with a screw and
zip tie. Hello, I accidently drove my car through water today. I didnt realize the water was high. I
drove through it at normal speed. Now when I make a sharp right turn there is a loud grinding
noise. What could that be? Hopefully the grinding you are hearing is simply some rust on your
brake rotors. Your brake rotors are uncoated metal so anytime you get them wet they will
quickly get surface rust on them. As this rust wears off it can make rubbing or grinding sounds.

Try slowing down quickly from highway speeds to use your brakes hard. This should remove
the rust and if get the grinding sound to stop. The other possibility is that you had a tear in a CV
boot or a suspension component and the water was able to get inside and cause similar rusting
issues but on more important components. WD is a good tool for displacing water and keeping
metal from rusting so if you see a rust spot try spraying it with WD or a similar light oil. I have a
Cadillac CTS and there is a popping noise when I turn and I wonder if I need to replace the
struts, mainly the right side, please advise. Thanks for your question about your Cadillac CTS.
In most cases a popping noise actually indicates a bad CV joint, not a bad strut. If you hear this
noise when turning in a tight circle, even very slowly then a CV joint is doing bad. If it is more a
clunk or a creak then you may consider checking your struts, ball joints and sway bar links. Hi, I
have a Cadillac DTS that is making a whining noise from the power steering pump when engine
is idling and when i turn the steering wheel it sounds like the pump is really struggling. I
replaced the power steering pump today and nothing has changed. Also, I noticed that the HP
hose from the pump expands quite a bit and sweats a little fluid when the steering wheel is
turned. I dont know where i should look next to resolve the issue. Any thoughts on what could
be wrong? Thanks for your question about your Cadillac DTS. Based on the new pump and your
swollen hose, it sounds like you have a pretty major clog in your high pressure hose or the rack
and pinion. You can try flushing the system to see if you can remove the clog that is causing
the buildup in pressure but based on your description it sounds like a big clog. Your only option
may be to replace the high pressure line and power steering rack. One other thing you might
check is if there is a recall on the power steering system for your car. I just stumbled on ur
page. It does it in a straight line, but disappears when I accelerate. It also does it when I turn
right, but not when I turn left. The car had been sitting for a while b4 I got it. Any help or
pointers would be much appreciated thank you. Stopping quickly from highway speeds can
help speed up the rust removal process. There is a metal tang on most brake pads that will rub
on the brake disk when the brake pad gets low. I have a Acura MDX. I counting clicks in whole
turn, sometimes slowly after each,sometimes rapidly,depending how fast you turning the wheel.
Absolute no noise or a can not hear after mph. This noise is not metallic sharp,or crunching
noise,and only happening when the car is parking or in low rolling speed. Sharp turning;no
noise! This car have new steering pump,new control arms â€” left,right â€” with ball joints and
bushings. Recent alignment. Funny,but seems to me like loose bolts,or connections somewhere
â€” intermediate shaft? Any opinion or idea? Thank you so much! Thanks for your question
about your MDX. The loose feeling combined with the noise does make me think the problem is
somewhere in your steering column. If your steering wheel has a tilt feature you can start by
checking the joint under your dashboard for loose bolts or play. There also will be a joint in
your engine bay in between the firewall and the steering box which you can check. If the noise
sounds like it is coming from the wheels and only happens when the car is rolling it could also
be a bad CV joint. Brakes work perfectly, no is drag, noise,or pulsing. Do you have any Ideas on
what it could be? Thanks for your question about your Ford Explorer. When you turn, it changes
the pressure on the wheel and changes the noise the bad bearing makes. Truck makes an air
releasing noise when I turn the wheel sometimes but all the time when I turn it all the way to the
left and stays when I hold it to the left. Just replaced drag link and tired rod from drag link to
pitman arm And replaced steering stabilizer. Depending on the type of steering stabilizer you
got the sound you are hearing may just be the new steering stabilizer breaking in. The fact that
you still hear the noise makes that unlikely but often problems that happen after maintenance
have something to do with that maintenance. The other possibility is that you have a vacuum
leak in your engine so check for loose or cracked vacuum hoses. The hopping or skipping you
described sound like you have a problem with your differential or the transfer case. You can
jack up your wheels one at a time and see if they spin freely or drag. I have a 99 Taurus. I just
had someone replace the rack and pinion. It is making a loud clunking or popping noise when
turning right or left. It was also driving very loose. Took to a small shop around the corner. They
also said the sway bars looked ok. Can you please help and tell me if it will be an expensive fix
or not. Thanks for your question about your Taurus. Since the sway bar is also ok, then the
other component that could be the problem are the ball joints on your front lower control arms.
Unfortunately after a new control you should get an alignment performed again. It sounded like
something was dropping. This has been happening for a few weeks. Then two days ago, when I
turned my wheel to left, it sounded like something was grinding by my tire. My husband
changed two inner tire rods last night, but the noise is still there. He also noticed some liquid
around the area when he removed the inner tie rod boot. Is this a power steering issue or could
it be a power steering rack leak or something else? Thanks for your question about your 05
Chevy. It sounds like you have a few problems at work. First, the thud you are hearing sounds
like a broken motor mount. When starting, accelerating or going into reverse, it puts a lot of

torque on the motor of your car. The mounts are made from rubber so if one is torn it will allow
the motor to bang around. Under the hood, look for places where the motor or transmission bolt
to the frame of the car and looked for cracked rubber there. Next, the fluid from the tie rod boot
is probably an indication of a power steering leak from your rack and pinion. Lastly, the
grinding noise you are hearing when turning left is hopefully a result of that torn motor mount.
With a broken motor mount, your transmission has shifted to the point where things might be
rubbing or your CV joint may be out of alignment. Try fixing the motor mount first, and seeing if
the grinding noise goes away. If you have any other questions, leave us a comment on the
bottom of that article. I drive a Chevy Tahoe. It drives perfectly fine except when I try to turn left.
What is the issue? And can it hurt the vehicle if I keep driving it? Thanks for your question
about your Chevy Tahoe. The sound you are describing sounds like it has more to do with your
wheel bearings or brakes. As you turn your brake pads shift on the rotor and may be making the
sound you are hearing if your rotors are old and rusted. Also, the sound you are hearing could
be an indication that your wheel bearing is going bad on that side. I have a Chevy Trailblazer
and it makes a loud squeal while turning at low speeds such as backing out of the driveway or
parking space, yet the power steering resivour is completely full, and I just had all of the lines
replaced. Or maybe the rotors? The squealing you are hearing when turning does sound like it
is related to your power steering. Even if your power steering reservoir is full, your power
steering system may still be causing the problem. This could be because your power steering
pump is going bad and getting hard to turn, or because you have a clog somewhere in your
system that is making the pressure unusually high. If your pump is failing, the noises should
continue to get worse, and if you have a clog you may need to perform a full system flush. The
humming you are describing does sound like a bad wheel bearing. Groaning returned during
turns during a mile trip shortly after the repair, to the point that the groaning was evident and
worse than ever in very slow turns and even stopped. Seems like something somewhere needs
greaseâ€¦ any ideas? Your problem sounds more like a suspension joint problem than a power
steering problem. Our best guess based on your description we could guess it is either coming
from an upper ball joint or lower control arm. Most suspension components like these are
actually not greaseable to cut down on routine maintenance but require replacement of the
whole joint or control arm. I have a Ford Freestar. When I turn the wheel it makes a whining
noise like it is low on power steering fluid. Check the fluid and it is full, and it only makes the
noise when turning right. Any ideas and where I could start looking for the problem? Thanks for
your question about your Ford Freestar. The whining noise you are describing could be an
indication that your power steering pump is starting to wear out, that you have air in your power
steering system or that there is a clog. If the pump is starting to wear out the noise will get
louder and louder until the pump pulley begins to wobble. If you have air in the system it is
because one of the low pressure side connections is loose or a seal is leaking allowing the
pump to pull air into the system causing the whining noise. You would notice this by a loose
connection or frothy fluid in the reservoir while the car is running. This is the hardest problem
to diagnose and can sometimes be cured by a power steering fluid flush, but sometimes
requires the replacement of the clogged component, usually the rack. I have Toyota corolla , I
started noticing from this week. I hearing noise Kind of stone thrown to a steel plate at medium
speed when mostly turning the steering and sometime when I park and hearing the same noise
in speed bump. Thanks for your question about your Corolla. The noise you are describing
sounds like you have a worn lower ball joint, worn sway bar end link or a worn shock mount.
Thanks again for your question and if you have any other questions please leave us a comment
on the bottom of that article. I have a Mazda Mazda3 and when backing out of my driveway and
then go forward to turn left, I turn my steering wheel all the way and once I begin turning, I hear
a screeching noise. I am not sure why or where the sound is coming from. Thank you for your
question about your Mazda. It sounds like you may need to replace or adjust your power
steering belt. If the belt is loose or needs to be replaced it can screech when it slips on the
pulley. When you first start the car and the power steering fluid is cold and thicker, or when you
turn the wheel it puts more load on the power steering pump, making it harder to turn the pulley
which makes the belt slip and screech. Over the past month my car has been making a metallic
scraping noise in the front when I turn the wheels to the right. Any thoughts would be helpful!
Thanks for your question! The noise you are describing is most often associated with brake
issues. It could be an indication that your brake pads are getting low or that you need new brake
rotors. It is also possible that the noise you are hearing has to do with your CV joints. Most of
the time screeching sounds are from your engine belt. Since the screech it happens when your
turning it could also be your power steering system causing the problem. To figure out which is
which start by checking your power steering fluid level. If your power steering fluid level is
correct then it may be time for a new belt. To check your belt look for cracks or shiny spots on

the belt indicating it is worn or glazed. If you notice either of these you can replace your engine
belt and hopefully quiet things down. The sound you are describing sounds most like a worn CV
joint. Since your car is all-wheel drive it could be due to a worn front CV joint in the front end.
You may considering replacing both of your front CV axles to solve the problem. Hello, My car
which is a Saturn vue constantly moans. I can hear and feel it by the steering wheel. I checked
the fluid and it is full to the brim. Thanks for your question about your Saturn Vue. If the sound
only happens when you turn the steering wheel then the problem may actually be simply that
your steering column needs to be lubricated. There is a rubber seal where the column goes
through the firewall and that seal often can moan or rub as your turn the steering wheel. Simply
apply a light coat of grease inside the boot where it contacts the column and it should quiet
down. Most of the time if brake noise starts right after changing your brakes it is due to a lack of
lubrication on the pads or caliper. When you install new brakes you should apply disc brake
lubricant often called disk brake quiet to the back side of both pads as well as the edges that
slide in the spring clips or the caliper. Also, make sure you grease the slides on the caliper as
well. Any idea what that could be? Based on your description, it sounds as though your power
steering pump may have developed a leak. Check your power steering fluid and if it looks low,
we recommend having the power steering pump replaced. I am having issues with the front end
of my 04 Malibu. I replaced both front hub assemblies, inner and outer tie rods, front passenger
side axle, and tires back in February. I am now hearing clicking while turning either way, huming
while driving, and a lot of sway while driving. What do I need to do to fix this and keep it from
happening again in 6 months? Thanks for your question about your Malibu. It also could be an
indication that your front shocks need to be replaced. You can test those by bouncing the front
end of your car up and down and making sure it stops bouncing quickly after you stop pushing.
Based on your description, it sounds like you may have worn shocks or suspension bushings.
Usually, that would be accompanied vibrations or a poor riding quality, so that fact that your
Ford is driving well is making it hard to pinpoint the issue. We recommend bringing your vehicle
to a certified ASE mechanic and having them inspect the front end. About a week ago when i
was driving my buick rendezvous. I noticed a moaning noise. Also a noise like your driving over
a rumble strip. But the noise only happens when i turn left. I checked my power steering fluid. It
was almost empty so i added power steering fluid. The noise had went away for a day then
came back. So i checked the fluid and it was full. Any ideas on what the noise can be? The
moaning noise in your Buick Rendezvous, along with the loss of power steering fluid, may be
indicating a faulty power steering pump. We recommend having the power steering pump
replaced and monitoring your power steering fluid to make sure you do not continue to lose
any. I just inherited a Cadillac DTS from my mother in excellent condition. But i noticed a
squeeking noise in the power steering when turning a few days ago. Check the fluid and it was
very low. I filled it up and noticed this morning it is low again. You can expect to notice results
after about miles of driving. So fill the power steering fluid UP to the level first? You should fill
your power steering fluid up first, leaving just enough room for the recommended amount of the
product, which will be a little less than 3oz. I have a Honda Civic HX. I have replaced both cv
axles which both showed no sign of being bad. As its not a popping sound and the lower ball
joints show no sign of being bad, Ive ruled out the lower ball joint. Ive crawled around under the
car for hours making sure everything is tight and not rubbing, rattling, or making contact with
anything it should not be. Any suggestions are much appreciated. Thank you in advance for
your time. Thanks for your question about your Civic. There is a thin piece of metal, a lot like the
heat shield on your cat that protects the back of your brake rotor from road dust and water. That
may be what is rattling. You usually have to remove your wheel and tire to get a good look at
that shield. Recently I have observed grind sound when I turn steering towards right, fortunately
there is no noise when I turn towards left. Is it advisable to go on long drive? The grinding
sound you hear while turning your steering wheel is usually a symptom of worn brake
components. I have a Hyundai Elantra Model. I observed that PS pump pulley facing a friction
problem with belt and producing a noise. I ignored it. Later on During starting the car, same
noise was there as well as it went worst while little left or right of steering and at this time PS
Pump pulley was not running during extreme left or right. It was running during little slight left
or right. I again went to Mechanic and he told that bearing in PS pump is bad and I replaced it.
Meaning issue is still there. I want to eliminate the problem but looks like Mechanic is not able
to find correct problem. Thanks for your question about your Hyundai Elantra. You may be able
to remove the clog by flushing the power steering system. At first i was told it was the wheel
bearing that needs to be replaced but thats a humming sort of sound and this sound only
occurs when turning steering wheel right regardless of the speed im doing slow or fast. Thanks
for your question about your Accord! If you have any other questions after that please leave us
a comment. Car brakes great but only problem is a loud squeak when tuening and not under

braking. I greased the brakes and this fixed the problem but it only last weeks the 2 times its
happened. I replaced a worn slider pin but nothing else. This problem started after the brake
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